Audacious - Bug #452

No action on title change (e.g. on network streams) if songchange plugin is activated and configured to do some action
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---

**Status:** Closed  
**Priority:** Minor  
**Assignee:**  
**Category:** plugins/song change  
**Target version:** 3.5.1  
**Affects version:** 3.2.4, 3.5

**Description**

If the song change plugin is activated and configured to execute some command ("Command to run when title changes for a song (i.e. network streams titles") such a title change does not have any effect.

Example:
The attached image shows a configuration dialog, filled with the values, I have tried until I discovered this issue.
The command "/usr/bin/inotify-send "test"" will be executed if a different song has been chosen by the user. However the command "echo "%a;%b;%T" > /tmp/playedsongs.csv" will not be executed if the title for a song changes.

It has been tested with audacious version 3.2.4, but a look into the developer sources revealed, that the current version is affected too.

---

**History**

#1 - July 12, 2014 20:35 - John Lindgren
- Status changed from New to Closed  
- Target version changed from 3.6 to 3.5.1  
- % Done changed from 0 to 100  
- Affects version 3.2.4, 3.5 added  
- Affects version deleted (3.4.2)

Fixed in master and for 3.5.1.
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